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BACKGROUND AND CONTEX�

In Malaysia, Chinese New Year has always been a celebration centered around family reunions, cherished values,
and the love shared across generations. While technology has made it easier to connect with others, it has also
diminished the value of these connections, leading to a lack of understanding and appreciation for the traditional
ways of expressing affection by younger generations.

To address this gap and align with the spirit of the festival, U Mobile devised a story on a grandfather's heartfelt
efforts to connect with his young granddaughter – in the most unconventional method.

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

U Mobile recognized the potential of the Chinese New
Year season in connecting with its Malaysian-Chinese
audience. The campaign was developed to achieve three
objectives: reach a wider audience demographic; create
better brand recall and recognition; and to build positive
brand sentiments which can ultimately improve brand
consideration and talkability during the festive season.

CREATIVE STRATEGY

As Chinese New Year is one of the most culturally important events for Malaysian-Chinese audiences, audiences
usually have a greater appetite for more emotionally driven content during the festive period.

U Mobile’s emotional narrative highlights a grandfather's attempts to connect with his granddaughter by adapting
to the "modern expression" of love - one that is communicated through social media and mobile technology, where
he leaves future #lifehacks and life advice via his own social media channel.

The creative emphasizes the importance of familial love, and the tensions and lessons of how different
generations express love - reflecting the complex relationships between generations, people, and technology. In
creating familiar and beloved characters, settings and plotlines, the brand appeals to a broad, Chinese-Malaysian
audience, and ties their brand identity in the heart-warming, impactful ability to connect people and generations.
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“Purpose�led story �ha� moved �he v�ewers �o some exten�, and arguably �he mos�
�ear�jerking ad.”

WHA� ROLE DID YOUTUBE P�AY?

U Mobile leveraged YouTube’s capabilities as a unique platform for long-form content to execute an emotional
storyline. To effectively drive the campaign, U Mobile drove the video through YouTube TrueView pre-rolls
optimized towards 30s views – relying on the hook within the first 15s to capture audiences’ attention for the film.
Google’s AI also identified ideal moments to seed the video, displaying the video to audiences when they were
most likely to be attentive and engaged.

OVERAL� EFFECTIVENESS

The campaign was effective in driving the following
results:

● VTR (View Through Rate) of 65% exceeding local
industry benchmarks, and surpassing the brand’s own
historical benchmark of 40%

● A total of 3.5M views
● 61% increase from 2.8 to 4.5 in YouGov’s Brand Index

for U Mobile’s Chinese audience

WHY DID THIS CAMPAIGN WIN?

U Mobile successfully positioned itself beyond just being a
regular telecommunications provider, but a brand that
celebrates human values. The brand championed familial
love, and understood the right emotional tone to connect
with their target audience at the right time, with stories that
resonated emotionally with them.

“Br�ll�an�ly �hough� o� and executed in �erms o� how
�hey brough� 5G messaging into �he ad and how �hey
made an impac�. I� resonates w��h �he v�ewers.”
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